The Titan Derringer is manufactured for Cimarron Firearms in the US. It is chambered for both the .45 Long Colt and the 3” 410 shotgun shell! The Titan comes with a lifetime warranty and is ideal for personal protection and eradication of both 2 and 4 legged rodents.

Features:
- .45 Colt/3”-410 Calibers
- 2 Round Capacity
- 3.5” Barrel Length
Available in polished stainless, black stainless, and brushed stainless steel Rosewood grips

Cimarron Derringer
.38 Spl./.32 H&R two barrel set Chrome (shown) or Black finish

Cimarron Derringer
.22 LR/.22 Mag. two barrel set Chrome or Black finish (shown).
The 1911 model was used by US armed Forces from 1911 to 1985. The Cimarron M1911 is a copy of the early production WWI model. The polished and nickeled versions are finished in the USA. Spare WWI style lanyard magazines are available. These firearms are Colt parts compliant and lifetime warranted.

*1911 WW1 GI
5" barrel .45 ACP
Polished Blue Finish

Also available:
Optional Lanyard Ring Magazine

1911 Features:
• Double diamond checkered walnut grips
• Caliber: 45 ACP
• Action: Semi-Automatic, Recoil Operated
• Magazine Capacity:
  8 rounds / Cal. .45
• Barrel length: 5"

*See ‘Wild Bunch’ model on page 16
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Factory engraved Model P Nickel

Optional Steer Grips.

Factory engraved Model 'P' 7 1/2" Original Finish.

Optional Ivory Micarta grip

More Innovations From Cimarron

Model 'P' 5 1/2"
Nickel Plated, Laser Engraved Poly Ivory grips, "George S. Patton" pattern

Old Blood and Guts. Accurate copy of the Single Action carried by General George S. Patton during WWII.

"I cannot think of any sacrifice more honorable than to fight for another's freedom; and for over one hundred years Americans have shed their blood so that the flame of Liberty could be passed to others."

- Theodore Roosevelt -

Model 'P' 7 1/2"
Nickel Plated, Laser Engraved Poly Ivory grips, "Teddy Roosevelt" pattern

Whether riding the plains of the West, hunting in frontier America or the wilds of the world or charging with the Rough Riders fighting for world peace, Teddy Roosevelt was a grand American and great leader. President Roosevelt was always well armed. He understood firearms and knew how to use them.
Henry standard factory engraving.
Original 19th century pattern.

Lincoln Henry
A copy of Honest Abe's personal Henry rifle.

1873 1 of 1000
The finest engraving found on the Model 1873 rifle.

1873 standard factory engraving.
Original 19th century pattern.

More Innovations From Cimarron

1866 standard factory engraving. Original 19th century pattern.

1866 standard factory laser engraving.

1885 High Wall standard engraving. Original 19th century pattern.

1885 High Wall Goldline engraving. One of the finest patterns found on originals.

Low Wall standard engraving. Original 19th century pattern.
Personally endorsed by President Lincoln, the 1860 Spencer Repeater was one of the most popular and widely used rifles in the War Between the States. After the war, the 1860 Spencer moved westward to the frontier and was the primary U.S. Cavalry rifle used during the Indian Wars.

1865 Spencer Carbine
20” 56-50 Centerfire, .45 Colt, .45SCH, .44 WCF

Trapdoor Carbine
22” .45-70

More Innovations From Cimarron

1860 Henry Civil War Model
Calibers: .44 WCF, .45 Colt
Available in Antique Finish and Charcoal Blue also.

7th Illinois Infantry and their Henry rifles. Confederate Soldiers called it “that damn Yankee rifle that was loaded on Sunday and shot all week”.


1860 Henry Rifle Civilian Model
Calibers: .44 WCF, .45 Colt
Available in Antique Finish and Charcoal Blue also.

1860 Henry
Case hardened steel frame.
Calibers: .44 WCF, .45 Colt
1866 "Sporting" Rifle
24" .45 Colt, .44 Spl., .44 WCF, .38 Spl., .38 WCF, .32 WCF, .22 LR.

1866 Short Rifle
20" .45 Colt, .44 Spl., .44 WCF, .38 Spl., .38 WCF, .32 WCF.

1866 "Yellowboy" Carbine
19" w/ Saddle Ring, .45 Colt, .44 Spl., .44 WCF, .38 Spl., .38 WCF, .32 WCF, .22 LR

1866 "Indian Tack" Carbine
19", .45 Colt

1866 Yellowboy Trapper
16" .45 Colt, .38 Spl., .44 WCF.

1873 "Long Range" Rifle
30" .45 Colt, .44 WCF.

1873 "Long Range" Deluxe Rifle
30" .45 Colt, .44 WCF.

1873 "Sporting" Rifle
24" .45 Colt, .44 WCF, .44 Spl., .357/.38 Spl., .38 WCF, .32 WCF

1873 "Deluxe" Sporting Rifle
24" .45 Colt, .44 WCF, .44 Spl., .357/.38 Spl., .38 WCF, .32 WCF.
1873 "Short" Rifle
20" Octagon barrel
.45 Colt, .44 Spl., .44 WCF, .38 WCF, .357/.38 Spl., .32 WCF.

1873 Short Rifle Pistol Grip Hand Checkered
20" .45 Colt, .44 WCF, .44 Spl., .38 WCF, .357/.38 Spl., .32 WCF.

Texas Brush Popper
Octagon to Round 18" .45 Colt, .357/.38 Spl., .44 WCF

Texas Brush Popper Pistol Grip
Octagon to Round 18" .45 Colt, .357/.38 Spl., .44 WCF

1873 Saddle Shorty
18" .45 Colt, .44 WCF, .357/.38 Spl.
*Cimarron "Competition Rifle" Short Stroke Kit available

1873 "Saddle Ring" Carbine
19" .45 Colt, .44 Spl., .44 WCF, .44 MAG, .38 WCF, .357/.38 Spl., .32 WCF
*Cimarron "Competition Rifle" Short Stroke Kit available.

1873 Trapper
16" .45 Colt, .44 WCF, .357/.38 Spl.
Comes with Blue or Color Case Hardened frame.
*Cimarron "Competition Rifle" Short Stroke Kit available

More Innovations From Cimarron

Detailed 1866 and 1873 Rifle patent markings.*

Detailed 1873 Tang engraving.*
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The Cimarron Model 1892 rifle is manufactured on John Browning's patents of 1884, the same patents covering the earlier and larger model 1886 rifle. The 1892 was introduced by Winchester to replace the aging 1873 model and was made in popular calibers proven in the model 1873.

- **1892 Model**
  - 24" .45 Colt, .44 WCF, .44 Mag., .357/.38 Spl.

- **1892 Model Saddle Ring Carbine**
  - 20" .45 Colt, .44 WCF, .44 Mag., .357/.38 Spl.

- **1892 Model Big Loop “El Dorado” Carbine**
  - 20" .45 Colt, .44 WCF, .357/.38 Spl.

- **1883 Colt Burgess Replica Rifle**
  - 25 1/2" (shown) & 20" .45 Colt, 44 WCF

- **1883 Colt Burgess Replica Carbine**
  - 20" (shown) & 25 1/2" .45 Colt, 44 WCF

---

**SHOTGUNS**

- **1878 Coach Gun**
  - 3" 12 ga. 20", 26" Barrels
  - Shown in Optional Original Finish

- **1881 Double Barrel Shotgun**

- **Wyatt Earp Shotgun**
  - 12 GA. 20" barrel

- **1887 Lever Shotgun “Terminator”™**
  - 28" or 22" barrels, 12 ga., 2 3/4", W/ chokes.

- **1897 Pump Action Shotgun**
The Winchester Repeating Arms Company introduced the Model 1876 at the Philadelphia Centennial, celebrating the 100 year anniversary of the Declaration of Independence from British rule. The 1876 was chambered in much more powerful hunting cartridges than the 1873 model. The '76 was the favorite hunting rifle of one of the greatest American outdoorsmen, Theodore Roosevelt.

1876 Centennial Model
28", .45-60, 45-75, 40-60, 50-95

1876 Centennial Model
22", .45-60, 45-75, 40-60, 50-95
*The 22" is only available at Cimarron, done in the U.S.A.*

The 1876 Carbine made exclusively for Cimarron by A. Uberti using an original from the Cimarron collection. It is available in a case colored Civilian model called the 'CROSSFIRE'. This version of the gun was further glorified in the movie 'Crossfire Trail'. An all blued, 45-75 North West Mounted Police (N.W.M.P.) model is also available. The 1876 saddle ring carbine was their weapon of choice.

1876 N.W.M.P. Carbine
22", .45-60, 45-75.

1876 Carbine "Crossfire"
22", .45-60, 45-75

The 1886 model, patented by John Browning in 1884 was brought to Winchester's attention while the two companies were negotiating for manufacturing rights to the 1885 Highwall and Lowall. The 1886 was to become Winchester's Big Game repeater often seeing action in Africa and became Theodore Roosevelt's favorite until it ceased production in 1932.

Today original '86's in good condition bring a big premium from hunters and collectors. The Cimarron Model 1886 is every bit as strong and accurate as the original at 1/10th the price.

1886 Rifle
26" 45-70
*Premium walnut hand oil finish, forged frame, broached (cut) rifling.

"The Rifle From Down Under" 1874 Sporting Rifle
34" octagon barrel 45-70, 45-90, 45-110, 45-120, 50-70, 50-90.

We recreated Matthew's rifle for the adventurous souls desiring single shot rifles capable of the accuracy depicted in the epic film, "Quigley Down Under". The Cimarron "Rifle From Down Under" model is a faithful reproduction of the long range rifle from that famous epic. It is every bit as accurate as the fictional character's original firearm.

"Big Fifty"
34" octagon to round barrel. 50-90.

The Cimarron "Big Fifty" is our top of the line Sharps Rifle. There are none better when comparing style or accuracy. This model features upgraded wood, hand checkered pistol grip stock, upgraded finish, case hardened receiver, silver German nose cap and 34" octagon to round barrel with cut rifling. Comes with Soule Midrange sights, spirit level rear, globe front with inserts.

"Billy Dixon"
32" octagon barrel 45-70, 45-90, 50-70.

It was June 27, 1874 at Adobe Walls on the Canadian River in the Texas panhandle. Young Billy Dixon and 27 Buffalo hunters were suddenly surrounded by more than 500 Kiowa and Comanche warriors. The Kiowa medicine man told the warriors that his medicine made them invisible to the bullets of the white eyes. When Dixon fired a borrowed Sharps sporting rifle and knocked a Kiowa from his horse at 1538 yards (7/8 mile), the Indians departed with haste.

"Pride of the Plains"
30" octagon barrel 45-70.

The Cimarron "Pride of the Plains" 1874 Sporting Rifle will turn heads no matter the rifle's chore. Beautiful hand checkered walnut stocks, coin nickel receiver and high polish blue octagon barrel make this one of, if not the most, attractive Sharps rifle ever made. Hand checkered, hand finished walnut stock, upgraded wood, Creedmoor sight rear, and a tunnel sight with front inserts are some of the rifle's features.

"Adobe Walls" Rolling Block.
30" octagon barrel 45-70.

Cimarron's 'Adobe Walls' rolling block replicates Billy Dixon's rifle of choice. It features a hand checkered walnut stock, upgraded walnut hand finished, case hardened receiver and German silver nose cap.

Our friend G.A. Custer. Bear taken with Rolling Block rifle.

Slotter & Co. Sharps
34" barrel, 45-70 High Grade Maple

Henry and Frederick Slotterbeck left Henry Derringer Co. in 1860 and opened Slotter & Co factory making der- ringers, small pistols and custom plains rifles. Later they built Buffalo rifles for upscale hunters on the 1874 Sharps barreled action. The Cimarron Slotter & Co. Sharps is an exact copy of one of the Slotter & Co. originals. The company closed in 1869.

MORE INNOVATIONS FROM CIMARRON
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The rifles pictured below are manufactured to Cimarron specifications by Chiappa. The stock is American walnut and the nose cap on rifles is cast pewter, exactly as found on the original Sharps rifles.

**McNelly Carbine**
22" Round barrel 45-70 - 50-70.

This Sharps Carbine is a copy of the 1859 Percussion Sharps Military Carbine converted to centerfire. This firearm was then sold to Texas and issued to the Texas Rangers stationed on the Western Frontier. Each of the 36 original carbines were marked on the barrel by the Rangers with a 'T S' and numbered as issued. The carbines are produced in the original 50-70 and 45-70 calibers. The Carbins feature case colored receivers and a blued steel barrel and parts. The wood is American black walnut as was used on the original Texas Ranger carbines.

**The Rifle From Down Under II**
34" 45-70, 45-90, 45-110.

**Billy Dixon**
32" 50-90, 45-70, 45-90.

**Rocky Mountain**
30" octagon barrel 45-70
With optional 6X Malcolm Telescopic Rifle Scope.

**U.S.A. Shooting Team Creedmoor**
34" 45-70

On September 26th 1874 Creedmoor witnessed a crowd of over five thousand people attending the first international shooting competition in America. At 800 yards the Americans had a good lead. The Irish gained on them at 900 yards, and by the time they had finished shooting at 1000 yards, were ahead of the Americans. In the end, the match was determined by the very last shot by the Americans. Shooting a bull's eye at 1000 yards to score 4, the Americans emerged the winners with 934 points to the Irish team's 931.

**Vintage Hard Side Rifle Case**
Hard sided case for Sharps sized rifles and smaller. Protect your investment with a stylish, old-time luggage look.

Patent markings as on original Sharps. Featured on Cimarron's Chiappa Sharps only.

www.cimarron-firearms.com
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“The 1885 High Wall is no doubt stronger than the Sharps rifle, better designed, made of better materials and is of better appearance than that famous arm... All these rifles proved very accurate and reliable in every way.”

- Major Ned Roberts, author.

1885 High Wall Sporting Rifle w/pistol grip 30” barrel. Calibers 45-70, 45-90, 40-65, 38-55, 30-40 Krag, .405 Win.

High Wall & Low Wall Double Set Trigger option.

1885 High Wall Sporting Rifle 30” barrel. Calibers .45-70, .45-90, .40-65, .38-55, 30-40 Krag, .405 Win. Shown with optional D03 tang and TS05 front target sights.

The above testimony by the foremost expert in the field of single shot rifles says something for the design of this rifle. It is used exclusively where accuracy is demanded. Be it long range competition, Wild West shooting exhibitions (Pawnee Bill was a High Wall shooter) or sport hunting, John Browning’s High Wall design was then and is once again king of the range. The Cimarron High Wall is available with sporting model single or double set triggers. Walnut stocks are either straight or hand checkered pistol grip style.

Cimarron’s High Wall receiver is of the more stylish “Thin Side” class, while our Low Wall is the “Thick Side” version.

1885 Low Wall 30” barrel. Calibers: .22LR, .22 Mag., .22 Hornet, .32 WCF, .38 WCF, .44 WCF, .45 Colt

1885 Low Wall w/pistol grip, 30” barrel. Calibers: .22LR, .22 Mag., .22 Hornet, .32 WCF, .38 WCF, .44 WCF, .45 Colt
Little Rascal™ Mini Sharps 26" octagon barrel.
.45 Colt, 38-55, 30-30, .22 LR, .22 Hornet, .22 Magnum
White or Std. Blue finish

The Little Rascal™ is a 3/4 scale Sharps Rifle. Light and easy to carry afield. Great for hunting miniature buffalo or deer sized big game.

Mike B. Harvey
Commemorative Peace Pipe/Tomahawk

Gimmer Sharps Hybrid
30" barrel, .50 caliber

Santa Fe Hawken
30" barrel, .50 caliber

Cimarron is proud to offer one of the finest made muzzleloaders on the market today. The Santa Fe Hawken, made by D. Pedersoli, is perfect for target shooters and hunters alike. Cimarron offers this model with a fancy maple stock. The rifle features a custom shallow groove, fast twist, Sharps style barrel for making those Billy Dixon long range shots on big game, or a more traditional deep groove, slow twist for round or mini ball shooting.
Cimarron display cases are constructed of the highest quality European Walnut. They are available in solid wood lid with embossed gold Cimarron logo or glass inset lid with etched Cimarron logo. Cases are available in configurations for: Army/Navy Models, Open Tops, Conversions, Pocket Models, Single Action Army Models, Walker Model, and Wyatt Earp Buntline Model.

**Cimarron Rifle Case**

Fits 1 or 2 of any of our rifles, single shot or lever actions. Includes baggage wheels for easy transporting.
The grips above, on this page will require some fitting. We only sell these after-market grips; we do not fit them to firearms.

Sambar Stag Grips, created from REAL stag antlers.

Custom fit for Model ‘P’ Thunderer® and Lightning

Collector Ammo Boxes
By Cheyenne Pioneer Products

- .357 Magnum Ammo Box
- .44 WCF Ammo Box
- Sharps Ammo Box
- Sharps Ammo Box
- Central Fire Rifle Cartridges Ammo Box
- .44 Special Ammo Box
- .44 Russian Ammo Box
- .38 Special Ammo Box
- .45 Colt Ammo Box
- .45 Schofield Ammo Box

Collector Boxes only
No ammo included

Bar S Grips™... hand made the US way. Glen began making custom pistol grips in 2001. In 2002 he invented and perfected Tru Ivory™, a man-made ivory so much like real elephant tusk ivory that few people could tell the difference. Bar S Grips™ offers four age colors for Tru Ivory, Natural White, Slightly Aged, Antique Yellow and Ultra Antique.

Ask about custom fitting.
Order retail gun leather and accessories from our Full Line Stocking Dealer www.texasjacks.com
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Competition Shotgun Belt, 12 ga. and .45 loops, 34" to 48" Waist

Down Under Cartridge Belt, .44, .45, 45/70 Loops, 32" to 50" Waist

Lined Cartridge Belt, .357/.38 or .44/.45 Loops, 32" to 50" Waist

Teddy Roosevelt Lined Cartridge Belt, .44/.45 Loops, 32" to 50" Waist

Duke Money Belt, .357/.38 or .44/.45 Loops, 32" to 50" Waist

El Paso Speed Rig Cartridge Belt, .357/.38 or .44/.45 Loops, 32" to 50" Waist

Hell Fire Belt, 32" to 50" Waist

Lined Money Cartridge Belt, .45 Loops, 32" to 50" Waist

Uvalde Cartridge Belt, .357/.38 or .44/.45 Loops, 32" to 50" Waist

Order retail gun leather and accessories from our Full Line Stocking Dealer www.texasjacks.com
Cimarron Firearms Co., the leader in Old West innovation, is proud to have created the following new models and modifications to make our guns more reliable, higher in quality and historically accurate.

**More Innovations from Cimarron**

**Revolver Details**
- 3 1/2" barrels with ejector
- High polished charcoal blue screws
- First generation Colt hammer w/ no unsightly internal safety
- Color case hardened hammer
- First generation hammer with CCH
- Cylinder face beveled as 1st generation
- Pinch frame rear sight
- Grip frame accepts Colt screws
- US color case finish option
- Original Finish option (antique)
- Improved springs

**Rifle Details**
- High polished charcoal blue screws
- Introduced .45 Colt, 38-40, 32-20
- Checkered pistol grips
- Butt Tamer™

**Hand Gun Introductions**
- US Cavalry Model
- USV Artillery Model
- Thunderer®
- Thunderer® Mounted Shooting Gun
- New Sheriff Model W/ Ejector
- 1872 Open Top
- Richards-Mason Conversion
- Richards Type II Conversion
- Lightning Single Action
- Model ‘P’
- Model ‘P’ Jr.
- Wyatt Earp Buntline
- Rooster Shooter
- Man With No Name Conversion
- Man With No Name SAA
- Stainless Model ‘P’
- Evil Roy Competition Model
- 1858 Remington Conversion
- Titan Derringer
- Cimarron 1911 WWI GI Issue
- Thunderstorm for mounted competition
- Remington Pocket Conversion

**Revolver Markings**
- Original patent dates on SAA frames
- Serial #s on frame, TG, BS and cyl.
- Hidden foreign proof marks not required by law
- Miniaturized required proof marks
- 19th century style wording on barrels
- Detailed subinspector marks on U.S. Cavalry and Artillery
- Authentic caliber markings 19th century

**Rifle Markings**
- Cimarron Repeating Arms added on barrel
- Kings patent date added on barrel
- “Model 1873” added to the Rifle tang
- Henry marks match original

**Rifle Introductions**
- Civil War Henry
- Rifle From Down Under
- Billy Dixon Sharps Rifle
- Texas Ranger Sharps Carbines
  - 1873 Short Rifle
  - 1873 Long Range
  - Texas Brush Popper
  - 1873 Saddle Shorty
  - 1873 16" Trapper
  - Little Rascal (Sharps)
  - 1876 Centennial
  - 1876 Carbine
  - 1876 N.W. Mounted Police